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We consider the conditions necessary for finding the matrix of the a+ a'--. b + b' reac
tion from experimental data. Invariance under rotation and reflection in space is used to 
find the number of complex scalar functions that define the reaction matrix M. Invari
ance of the reaction under time reversal gives relations between the polarization effects 
in the direct and inverse reactions. We find the number of experiments necessary for the 
complete determination of the reaction matrix. 

WoLFENSTEIN and Ashkin1 have used invariance 
under rotation and reflection in space and under 
time reversal to obtain general expressions for the 
scattering amplitudes of particles with spin 0 and 
~ on particles with spin ~. These expressions have 
been used2 together with the fact that the S matrix 
is unitary to discuss the problem of how many ex
periments are necessary to completely determine 
the scattering amplitudes for these cases. 

In the present note we perform a similar analy
sis for the general case of the a+ a' - b + b' re
action. We first construct the amplitude for the 
process, and then find a relation between the direct 
and inverse reaction matrices which follows from 
invariance under time reflection. The two possible 
directions of the reaction are then used as an ex
ample to establish the number of experiments nec
essary to find the amplitude of the process in gen
eral. 

We introduce the complete set of matrices 

yJM (jb, ja) =A (jb, ja, J) ~ UaJmaM I jaJjbmb)xjbmbX.tma· 

(1) 

Here Xhma and Xjbmb are the spin functions of 

the initial and final states, and h. jb, ma, and 

mb are the total spins and their z -components. 

The TJM operators satisfy the condition 

+JM . . M J-M . . ! (]b, ]a)= (-1) T · (Ja, ]b)• 

From this we obtain 

A* (jb, ja, J) V2jb+ 1 = (- 1/a-ib V2ja + 1 A (ja, jb, J). 

Let us expand the reaction matrix in terms of the 
co.mplete set of TJM operators. We have 

Mba (nb, na) = L <D~~a (nb, na);TJM (jb, ja), (2) 
lMiaib 
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where na and nb are unit vectors in the direc
tions of the relative momenta. From invariance 
under rotation we may conclude that the <Pf~ 
functions are of the form b a 

(3) 

where afbjaJ are arbitrary complex scalar func

tions of the energy and the angle between na and 

IJI)M(nb,na) (4) 

= ~ (r- }.,r+ A,[L,[L'Ir-}.,r+}.,J,M)Yr-:>-, ~(na)Yr+A. w(nb). 

Thus the amplitude is entirely determined by the 

afbh J functions. The number of such functions 

can be found from Eqs. (1) to (4). If all the par-
ticles involved in the reaction have integral spin, 
this number is 

(5) 

where i1o i2, l1o and 12 are the spins of the par
ticles (the minus sign refers to the case in which 
internal parity changes, and the plus sign to the 
case in which there is no change of internal parity). 
In other cases N0 is given by Eq. (5) without the 
last term. 

Invariance of the theory under time reversal 
gives the relation 

(6) 

Here T is the time reversal operator, whose ac
tion on the simultaneous eigenfunction of the angu
lar momentum and its z -component is given by 

To/JM = (- 1 )1-Mo/J.-M• 
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If b)'aJbJ are scalar functions in the expansion of 

the inverse reaction matrix Mab ( na, nb) in a 
form analogous to (2), Eq. (6) gives 

(7) 

Equation (6) can also be used for a general reac
tion to establish the relation between the quantities 
observed in the direct and inverse reactions. As-

' ' sume the operators TqaKa, TqaKa, ... to act on 
the spin variables of particles a, a', ... , re-
spectively. We then have 

aba (Tqb"'-bTq~x~) = ~ (Tqa"aTq~x'a> 

(8) 

and a similar expression for the inverse reaction 
with an interchange of a and b. CondiUon (6) 
then gives3 

(9) 

Let us now use two directions of a reaction as 
an example to analyze the conditions necessary to 
determine a reaction matrix from experimental 
data. The number of independent real functions 

entering into Mba ( nb, na) ( or Mab ( na, nb)) is 
2N0 (ito i2, Ito I2 ). The number of functions which 
determine the scattering matrix Maa ( na, n~) 
(or Mbb ( nb, nb)) is reduced, as a result of time 
reversal invariance, from 2N0 ( i 1, i2, ito i2 ) to 
N (ito i2 ) = N0 (i1, i2, i1, i 2 ) + ( 2i1 + 1) ( 2i2 + 1 ) . 
Therefore the total number of real functions enter
ing into the matrix of these reactions is 

N(i1, i2) + N(Jl,/2) + 2N0(il, i2,/1,/2). (10) 

It can be shown further that considerations based 
on the fact that the S matrix is unitary further 
reduces by a factor of 2 the number of independent 
functions which must be determined from experi
ment. 
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